SKELETON GAME

supplies:

:: Skeleton pattern
:: Butcher paper
:: Scissors
:: Glue
:: Orange paper (for hearts)

pattern:

Complete image pictured here. Attached pieces will make a skeleton approximately 30" tall and 18" wide.

assembly directions:

1 :: Print pattern pieces on white paper.

2 :: Cut out each skeleton bone along solid black lines.

3 :: Cut out the dotted details on the skull and hip.

4 :: Paste white bones onto black butcher paper, using picture on left as a guide.

5 :: Cut hearts from orange paper.

6 :: Play!

to play:

1 :: Prepare heart for each player.

2 :: One at a time, blindfold participants and have them place heart on skeleton. The object of the game is to place the heart on the left of the skeleton’s chest.

3 :: The player who attached a heart closest to the left chest wins.